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How Internet blackouts appear on the Internet Intel Map:

Example:
Recent national blackouts in Syria for High School Exams

Chemistry Exam on June 12th (*yesterday*)
There they go again:

Syria turns off the Internet to prevent school exam cheating
The Internet has changed a lot in the last 10 years
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Introducing Oracle’s Internet Intelligence

The secret sauce of a secure, intelligent edge:

• 15+ years of measuring, collecting, and analyzing internet infrastructure and security data

• PhD-level experts and data scientists

• Trusted source for journalists
The world’s most important network is volatile
Introducing: Internet Intelligence Map

Oracle to Launch Internet ‘Weather Map’

Service combines data points on paths and routing with AI to gauge internet performance worldwide

By Angus Loten
May 9, 2018 11:19 am ET

Oracle’s Kyle York, right, talks about the company’s ‘Internet Weather Map’ in Redwood City, Calif, May 9, 2018.
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REDWOOD CITY, Calif. — Oracle Corp. plans to launch in June an “Internet Weather Map” aimed at helping businesses better anticipate latency issues and outages caused by storms, earthquakes, state intervention or other network disruptions, the company says.
Visit internetintel.oracle.com

See it live at Oracle Dyn booth #901